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          Product:@pdftron/webviewer

Product Version:8.7

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

When I remove a page, acroform fields that are inside this page are not deleted

const { documentViewer } = this.wvInstance.Core;
const doc = documentViewer.getDocument();
const obj: any = await doc.removePages(pages_ids);


I also tried to remove fields directly :

const { annotationManager } = this.wvInstance.Core;
const annotation_list: Core.Annotations.Annotation[] = annotationManager.getAnnotationsList();
const to_delete_annotations: Array<Core.Annotations.Annotation> = new Array<Core.Annotations.Annotation>();
for (const c_annot of annotation_list) {
  if (pages_ids.indexOf(c_annot.PageNumber) != -1) {
    to_delete_annotations.push(c_annot);
  }
}
annotationManager.deleteAnnotations(to_delete_annotations);


It does not work

When I read acroform with PDFBox at server side, fields in this page still appears :

PDAcroForm form = doc.getDocumentCatalog().getAcroForm();
List<PDField> fields = form.getFields();
for (PDField field : fields) {
    buffer.append(printField(field, pages, 0));
}


Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Filling PDF form fields on Cross-Platform (Core) - About filling form fields
	Create new form fields and widget annotations on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Code samples to fill PDF forms & extract data on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Removing pages from PDFs on Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	Class Field
	Class PDFDoc - GetFieldIterator()
	Class ElementBuilder - CreateForm(Page, PDFDoc)

Forums:	How can i make a pdf form editable with all its form fields?
	PDFTron convert excel to XOD
	How do i highlight text after overriding longmenupress copy clicked and getting content and coordinates of the copy on react native?
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          Hello n.alcina,

Can you provide the document mentioned in the post?

Best regards,

Tyler Gordon

Web Development Support Engineer

PDFTron
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